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   The Library 

 
A queer, mysterious and astounding incident took place in the only library of a small 

peaceful village.    

It was a typical Tuesday when most of the children in the village went to the library after 
school.  Most of them were trying to find books they needed either for classes or for 
entertainment.  Some were reading happily on the sofa while a few were doing their work 
quietly.  The library was extremely quiet, so quiet that one could simply hear the sound of 
people breathing.  Suddenly, a girl called Hannah broke the silence and cried out, “ Hey, Miley, 
sorry I’m late.”  The girl whom Hannah was referring to was Miley, who looked unusually 
surprised but calm. Hannah walked up to Miley and patted her gently on the arm, but Miley 
made no response, looking as if she was spellbound and not even making the slightest move 
or utter the faintest sound.  Miley just stationed at the same spot for a long time, and 
suddenly she collapsed.  The next thing Hannah saw, Miley started wriggling on the floor, 
screaming like being cursed, and then seconds later, fainted.   

Everyone gasped with eyes fixed upon her.  No one knew what had 
happened or what would happen to this poor girl.  They quickly dialed 911 for 
help and some tried to give her first aid.  Suddenly, Miley stood up, looking 
straight ahead with a pair of dull glassy eyes, and began to speak in an awfully 
deep creepy voice, “ …I was killed without any reasons, but just being killed to 

satisfy the murderer.  How poor I am…. I was kind once, but what I now have left 
is nothing but HATRED!  I have therefore decided to put another girl to death to revenge. Isn’t 
this a great idea?!?”  Miley finished her eerie speech with a wicked cruel smile. There was a 
short moment of silence.  Hannah was flabbergasted,” Oh no….Oh dear…is this the real Miley? 
It all seems so weird and awfully scary …”  

Everyone was dumbfounded, including the children, the librarian and the hospital squad 
who had just made it in time to witness the entire strange incident. The adults were quite sure 
that a ghost spirit was inside Miley’s soul, so they quickly ushered the children away 
because what was to happen later on might frighten them. However, everything was too 
late. 

That now unfamiliar Miley flashed a steely smile and continued, “ I’m gonna put 
that girl to death…that girl…Miley Jonas.” Hannah was shocked and exclaimed, 
“ …but ….but…that’s YOU!”  At that, Miley took a knife from her pocket and stabbed 
herself before someone was quick enough to shout ‘NO’ or simply to stop her.   

Poor Miley had instantly killed herself. 

The sad and horrific tale got through the small village in to time. Later 
on, some villagers said that a devilish ghost had sailed into Miley’s soul, 
doing that killing for plain pleasure.   However, it was really baffling as to 
how Miley could have had a knife in her pocket and how she had ever got 
a chance to set the whole drama up, to not really commit suicide, but to 
subconsciously end her own life?   

Everything had happened too fast that everyone at the scene was too 
confused and gobsmacked to stop the tragedy. 

What do you think? 
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